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Abstract

We describe the basic design of a system for au-
tomatic detection of protein-protein interactions
extracted from scientific abstracts. By restrict-
ing the problem domain and imposing a number
of strong assumptions which include pre-speeified
protein names and a limited set of verbs that rep-
resent actions, we show- that it is possible to per-
form accurate information extraction. The per-
formance of tile system is evaluated with different
cases of real-world interaction networks, includ-
ing the Drosophila cell cycle control. The results
obtained computationally are in good a~’eement
with current biological knowledge and demon-
strate tile feasibility of developing a flfily auto-
mated system able to describe networks of protein
interactions with sufficient accuracy.

Introduction

Despite the widespread use of computers in biological
research, the end result of all scientific experiments is
a publication, in the form of text and figures. Even
if standards are developed in tile future for the depo-
sition (if some of this valuable information into some
(:omtmter-readable form, the problem of retrieving all
past knowledge of molecular biology research is stag-
gering.

The success of bioinformatics partly originated from
the fact that SOlne data (those for sequences and
structures) had already been captured in a computer-
readable form in various molecular biology dat.abascs,
assisting and guiding further experimentation (Andrade
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and Sander 1997). Yet, tile bottleneck remains to
effectively associate macronlolecular data aald other,
less well-specified, experimental information. To this
end. there is a great need to expand computational
representations for other subjects, such as metabolic
networks (Karp et al. 1996; Karp and Riley 1998;
KEGG) or human genetic disease (OMIM).

The necessity for automatic methods to assist hu-
man operators in collecting, curating and maintain-
ing various databases is becoming even more criti-
cal, with the exponential increase of the sheer size
and complexity of biological information (Kyrpides;
Gaasterland et al.).

Here, we present a simple system for tile informa-
tion extraction of protein-protein interactions from sci-
entitle journal abstracts availal)le in Medline (NLM).
The system is based on our previous experience in the
detection of sigmificant, characteristic keywords in sets
of Medline abstracts referring to protein families (An-
drade and Valencia 1997; Andrade and Valencia 1998).
In that. case, the use of statistical methods was sufficient
to generate nleaningful results without the further need
of implelnenting syntax analysis.

The problenl here was chosen in such a way that,
apart from its inherent scientific interest, it would be
anlenable to simt)le approaches in information extrac-
tion. In addition, the selection of examples was such
that a large corpus of abstracts was available, in order
to support statistical analysis of case studies.

A number of possible applications for the system are
presented and discussed, including its use in the pro-
tess of genome annotation or database curation or the
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automatic generation of networks of nlacromoleculax in-
teractions.

System Design
We present here the design arid first implementation of
a system for the identification of protein-protein inter-

actions directly from textual information (Fig. 1). The
system is based on the counting of the number of sen-
tences containing protein names separated by interac-
tion verbs. The principal issues that we have addressed
in the development of this application are the following:
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Figure 1: Description of the system for the extraction of protein interactions fi’om scientific text.
Upper-left corner, a protein is chosen. Abstracts related to this protein are selected using a public Medline server
(NLM). These abstracts arc a~mlyzed using the AbXtrm:t system (Andrade and Valencia 1998). Synonyms of 
target protein are manually selected among the relevant keywords. A new search may be done in Medline with
the new set of synonymous protein names. The final set of abstracts is parsed for sentences. Sentences containing
any of the synonymous and verbs related to protein interaction are selected as prone to contain information about
the interaction with other proteins. The sentences are analyzed with a set of rules and translated to a schema of
interactions and dissected in the search for some key contractions containing protein function description. All this
information is provided to the human user. The different steps (1.- Protein names, 2. Action verbs, 3. Collection of
the corpus of text, 4. parsing of sentences, 5. Set of rules and 6. Extraction of key constructions) are described in
detail in the text..

1. Identification of protein names. The issue
of name and synonym identification remains as one of
the main problems in this type of applications. Here,
we assume that protein names are specified by the user.
In the future, it may be possible to adopt more specific
approaches, like the one developed by (Fukuda et al.
1998), based on morphological criteria.

2. Collection of a corpus of data. Collections

of abstracts were obtained for each of the examples de-
scribed below by accessing all Medline abstracts corre-
sponding to the protein names. These sets are further
expanded by searching for related abstracts with the
use of the Neighbors utility (Wilbur and Coffee 1994).
We have collected five different sets of abstracts:

a) 1435 Medline abstracts directly referenced from each
of the Drosophila Swissprot entries
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b) 4109 Medline abstracts referenced directly fl’om Fly-
Base

c) 111747 abstracts retrieved obtained extending set b,
with the Neighbors utility

d) 518 Medline abstracts containing any of the protein
names (related with cell cycle control) a~ld Drosophila
iil the MESH list of terms and,

e) 6278 Mcdline abstracts by exp~mding set (d) using
Neighbors to identify all related abstracts

3. Identification of actions. In the current imple-
mentati(m, we used a set of 14 pre-specified words indi-
cating actions related to protein interactions. Naznely:

¯ acetylat-e (-ed: -es, -ion)

¯ aetivat-e (-ed,-es, ion)

¯ associated with

¯ bind (-ing,-s, -s to, /bound)

¯ destabiliz-.-c (-ed, -es,-alien)

¯ inhibit (-ed,-es: ion)

¯ interact (-ed, ing, -s,-ion)

¯ is conjugated to

¯ modulat-e (-ed, -es, ion)
¯ phosphorylat-e (-ed, -es, ion)

¯ regulat-e (-ed,-es, ion)

¯ stabiliz-e (-ed, -es, -alien)

¯ suppress (-ed,--es,-ion)

¯ target

In fliture extensions, it would be desirable to include
other action definitions derived fl’om specific keywords
extracted with AbXtract (Andrade and Valencia 1998),
from dictionaries of common actions in Molecular Biol-
ogy (Julian) or from selected subsets of public dictio-
naries of English verbs (WordNet 1998).

4. Identification of passages containing names
and actions. Tile original text was parsed with simple
rules, that appear to be very effective in this particular
domain, as previously described (Andrade and Valen-
cia 1998). Obvious extensions here would involve inore
sophisticated systems (Reynar aid Ratnaparkhi 1997).

In tile current implementation: we have not addressed
two hard problem°- First, negative sentences that con-
stitute a we]~ ’,mown problem in language understand-
ing (Salton 1989) were omitted. Second, the recogni-
tion of implicit information in a number of sentences
and/or titles of papers may contain key information,
e.g. protein names, that later are used implicitly in
other sentences.

5. Rules. The original text is parsed into frag-
ments preceding grammatical separators (" ."/","/" ;").

We deal separately with each of these text fragments.
In order to recognize one interaction in a text fragment,
we have elaborated a series of simple rules based on pro-
tein/verb arrangement and proximity. First, we select
text fragments cent;fining at least two protein names
and an action verb. Tile order of prot.eins and verbs is
used to deduce the interaction. The (’onstruct.ion eas-
iest to interpret is "protein A -- action - protein B"
(indicating that protein A interacts with protein B and
the action verb specifies the type of interaction). Two
other variants in which the action is not found between
the two protein names: i.e. ’:action protein A - pro-
rein B" a~d "protein A - protein B - action", are more
difficult to interpret and will be included in a future
extension.

6. Extraction of key constructions. See "hlture
directions".

Analysis of real-world case studies

The problem of protein-protein interactions is of fun-
damental importance in biology. In addition, there
are virtually no computational methods that allow the
identification of interacting partners in a set of protein
sequences. The examples presented below form an il-
lustration of the complex set of decisions that have to
be made in the analysis of scientific literature.

Reconstruction of the network of
interactions in the Drosophila Pelle system
A set of nine known interact.ions were identified by man-
ual inspection of the relevant literature ((Protein De-
sign Group) for a filll description of the data generation
steps). The results of the automatic analysis are repre-
sented in Fig. 2, including tile correct identification of
eight out of nine interactions. The interaction between
toll and pelle is apparently wrong ;rod is produced by
sentences such as: "tube and pelle then transduce tile
signal from activated toll to a complex of dorsal and
cactus" (Medline 98274203). In this case "activated"
refers to tile state of toll and not to the action of pelle
on toll, as wrongly interpreted by the system. But at
least there exists a weak functional interaction between
these proteins.

The corpus of text analyzed was composed of 6728
abstracts (see description in System design).
The proteins represented in the graph are:

pelle: a seriue threonine protein kinase

dorsal: trans(’ription factor

toll: a transm(’mbrane receptor

tube: unknown function associated to the membrane

spatzle: an extracelhflar ligand for toll

cactus: inhibitor of dorsal
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Spatzle .... _- Toll

Pelle --- Tube

Cactus ....................... Dorsal

Figure 2: Graph representing the relations between proteins in the Drosophila Pelle system and the
comparison with the relations extracted automatically.

The interactions between these proteins that are rep-
resented in a condensed form in the graph are the fol-
lowing:

1. dorsal and cactus form a cytoplasmatic complex

2. spatzle arrives to the cell surface where it binds to
a receptor called toll

3. pelle arrives to the cell surface where it
binds/phosphorylates to tube which is associated
to the membrane

4. The activated toll induces a localized recruitment of
tube and pelle to the plasma membrane

5. pelle/tube bind dorsal (bound to cactus) forming
a complex of four components

6. pelle phosphorylates cactus
7. phosphorylation of cactus produces the release and

degradation of cactus and then dorsal translocates
into the nucleus and directs gene expression (estab-
lishing the dorsal ventral polarity of early drosophila
embryo)

Tile interactions detected automatically and the num-
ber of occurrences are:

1. dorsal .+ binds .+ tube (5)

2. dorsal .+ regulate .+ toll (5)

3. pelle .+ activate(d)-+ dorsal (10)

4. pelle .+ activated -4 toll (5)

5. pelle .+ interact .+ dorsal (6)

6. pelle .+ regulates -+ dorsal (5)

7. pelle .+ regafiates .+ tube (5)

8. spatzle .+ activate .+ toll (8)

9. spatzle .+ activates .+ toll (6)

10. toll .+ phosphorylates .+ tube (5)

11. toll .+ regulated .+ dorsal (6)

12. tube .+ activate .+ dorsal (5)

13. tube .+ activates .+ pelle (4)

14. tube -4 interact -4 dorsal (10)

15. tube -4 interact -4 pelle (4)

The sentences that were used by the system to de-
duce the relation between spatzle and toll are given in
Fig. 3a. "Activation" has a clear meaning and the re-
lation between proteins corresponds to a common syn-
tax involving the two protein names separated by the
action verb. It is interesting to consider some of the
sentences that could have been selected by more com-
plex rules (see System Design) in which the action does
not lay between the protein names (Fig. 3b). The first
of them contains the sarne information but it, is more
difficult to follow. The second one corresponds to more
specific actions like "inhibition" and "regulates" and
contain more than two prot.ein names. They indicate
a relation between spatzle and toll with cactus, but
this relation is described in a particular experimental
system, and cannot be easily generalized. The last. sen-
tence in Fig. 3b implicitly proposes a relation between
spatzle and toll with dorsal, but it would be a too
strong simplification to conclude that spatzle and toll
are regulating dorsal.

From the analysis of this example, it seems that the
clear interactions are readily detected and their signifi-
cance is enhanced by their frequent occurrence in differ-
ent abstracts, while a number of other, more complex,
relations are seldom repeated. Therefore, the analy-
sis should rely on those simple characteristics that are
consistently repeated in the reference data set.
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3a. Sentences that correspond to the construction proteinA-action-proteinB and were
utilized by the system for building the network of interactions.

1.- MED 97070052: actions: activate; Proteins: spatzle; toll;
this process is thought to restrict the action of three follicle cell gent functions, encoded by
windbeutel, lmdal, and, pipe, t.o the ventral follicle (.’ells, where they lead to the localized
activation of a. serine protease cascade required to produce tile active spatzle ligand to activate
the toll receptor
2.- MED 94170368: actions: activates; Proteins: spatzle; toll;
spatzle acts immediately upstream of the membrane protein toll in the genetic pathway, suggesting
that spatzle could encode the ventrally localized ligand that activates the receptor activity of toll
3.- MED 98362749: actions: activate; cleaved; Proteins: spatzle; toll;
proteolytically cleaved spatzle could therefore dimerize and activate the toll receptor by inducing
receptor dimerization.

3b. Example of sentences that correspond to construction different from proteinA-action-
proteinB and were NOT utilized by the system for building the network of interactions.

1.- MED 96033803: actions: activated; Proteins: spatzle; toll:
the ligand for the toll receptor is t.hought to be spatzle, a secreted protein that is activated
by proteolytic cleavage
2.- MED 98175880: actions: inhibited; Proteins: spatzle; toll; cactus;
here we demonstrate a dorsalizing activity for the heterologous easter, spatzle and toll proteins
in uv ventralized xenopus embryos, which is inhibited by a co injected dominant cactus variant
3.- MED 96422863: actions: regulates; Proteins: spatzle; toll; dorsal;
after fertilization, the initial a~symmetry of the egg chanfl)er is used by the spatzle toll pathway
to generate within the embryo a nuclear gradient of tile transcription factor dorsal, which
regulates the regional expression of a set of zygotic genes

Figure 3: Sentences analyzed by the system for extracting the relation between spatzle and toll. The
keywords (protein names and action verbs) are highlighted. The identifiers of the Medline abstracts are indicated.

Analysis of a complex system: the cell
cycle control in Drosophila.
Cell cycle contr()l is a much more complex example than
the one already mentioned. The network of protein in-
teractions identified in this process is shown in Fig. 4.
For simplicity, the types of the pm’ticular interactions
are not ret)resented in the figure. The first observation
concerns the (:overage, stability and accuracy of the sys-
tem. in this case, the coverage is rehltively small, since
a significant number of interactions were identified only
for 33 of the 91 protein names used in the initial bibli-
ographic screening. This is a underestimate, since the
list of 91 names inclu(tes many synonyms (for example:
Cdk7, Cyclin-dependent kinase 7 and D,nCdk7)
that were considered a.s a single entity during the con-
struction of the interaction network. This low coverage.
is reasonable, since at this stage it. is difficult to cover
the most subtle instances.

The protein names included in the initial litera-
ture screening were: anachronism, Arrowhead, bHLH,

c Myb, cak, cdc kinase, cdc2, cdc21 homolog, cdc25 ho-
molog, cdc2c, CDC2Dm, CDC5 honmlog, cdc6, Cdi3,
Cdk activating kinase, Cdkl, cdk2, C, dk7, cdks, Chkl
homolog-kinase, Chkl homolog kinase, crm, CycA,
CycE, cyclin A, cyclin B, cyclin B2, cyclin D, Cyclin
dependent kinase 7, cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor,
cyclin E, cyclin H, cyclin J, dacapo, DEAD box RNA
helicase, disc proliferation abnormal, Dm Myb, Dm-
cdc2c, DmCdkT, dmcycd, DMcycE, dmcyce, DmMO15,
(hnyc, DP, dpp, E2F, escargot, fizzy, fleabag, G1 Cy-
olin, G2 M Cyclin, gadd45, grapes: Licensing factor,
LIM hoineodomain traalscription factor, m cdk, MCM4
homolog, mcdullaless, mpf, urns209, Mutagen sensi-
tive 209, Myb, myc, p21, p34edc2, PCNA, peanut,
pitchoune, polo, Polymerase delta/epsilon processivity
factor, Proliferating cell nuclear antigen, Protein phos-
phatase 2A, RBF, real, Retinoblastoma family protein,
rfc., roughex, rux, secreted glial glycoprotein, string,
terribly ,’educed optic lobes, trol, twine, twins, twist,
ubiquitin, wee1, wee1 kinase, zen, zerknuellt.
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Fignre 4: Drosophila cell cycle interactions automatically detected by the system. The interactions
between these proteins are represented in a condensed form in the graph. For simplicity the type of interaction
are not shown, but they can be retrieved from (Protein Design Group). The interactions that correspond to well
known cases in the literature are shown in tight lines (--), dubious interactions are marked with interrogations, other
possible interactions that were extracted by the system but could not be confirmed by human experts are shown
with ( ..... ), finally the interaction between cdk and p21 that was not detected by the system (...). (for 
comments in the text)

From a biological standpoint, performance is impres-
sive since the system can identify all the key inter-
actions, protein-protein associations of various types
around the central protein p21, the kinase cyclin com-
plexes and the set of proteins controlling the kinase ac-
tion.

One of the interesting parts of the output is
the relation between Cdk7, Cdk2, Cak and
CycH. The system detected the following rela-
tions: Cak inhibits/phosphorylates CdkT, Cak ac-
tivates/phosphorylates Cdk2, Cdk7 phosphorylates
Cdk2, CycH phosphorylates Cak and CycH phos-
phorylates Cdk2. Although these interactions are all
described in early literature, the current knowledge

records that Cak is a complex formed by Cdk7 and
CycH, and the Cak complex regnlates"Cdk2. There
is an element of generalization implicit in later publi-
cations, embodying previous, more dispersed findings.
A clear improvement here would be the generation of
associated weights for texts according to their level of
generality.

The analysis of one of the sentences is instructive (the
full text cases are given in (Protein Design Group)).
The sentence "while cdk7 cyclin h is sufficient for
phosphorylation of cdk2, we show that p36matl
is required for efficient phosphorylation of p53 by
cdk7 cyclin h, suggesting that p36matl can act as
a substrate specificity determining factor for Cdk7 cy-
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clln H" was extracted from Medline abstract 98038791,
and contains information for tile action, phosphoryla-
tlon and for the proteins: cyclln H, CdkT, and Cdk2.
This sentence represents a partial view of the system;
Cdk7 and cyclin H are already presented as a complex
(implicit inforlnation) and the corntflex is proposed 
phosphorylate Cdk2.

Missing information Call also lead to somewhat mis-
leading conclusions. For example, in the case of Myc,
this protein works in a complex with another protein
called Max. This second protein was not inchlded in
our search and is not reported in the final graph, lead-
ing to the impression that. Myc is the only effector of
different interactions.

Another source of potential problems is coming from
~he impossibility of distinguishing between biologically
significant interactions and other results obtained ill
particular experimental conditions. One such case is
tile interaction between cyclins A, B. D or E with
p21. Only interactions with cyclins A and B seem
to bc biologically relevant while reports of interactions
with cyclins D and E have only b¢~_m demonstrated
ill vitro and are probably irrelevant in Drosophila. The
same is true for the interactions between Cdc2/Cdkl
and protein phosphatase 2A, since this phosphatase
has a very broad specificity and is not the specific phos-
phatase that. activates Cdc2/Cdkl. Therefore, the
current analysis is extracting true information but it
cannot distinguish tile quality of this infl)rmation or its
relevance for a given systeln.

One final example can illustrate the gain in tile ro-
bustness of the conclusions produced by the accumula-
tion of relations. The protein name p21 corresponds
to two different proteins: an inhibitor of Cdk, re-
lated with the cell cycle, and an oncogene: involved
in intracelhllar signaling. Even if tile abstracts corre-
sponding to both proteins were included in the initial
selection, the interactions corresponding to tile p21-
oneogene were finally not included in the network of in-
teractions since they are not connected with the other
cell cycle proteins.

Conclusions
We describe tile design of a system for tile autolnatic
detection of protein-protein interactions from scientific
text. Tile basic idea is that sentences derived from sets
of abstracts will contain a significant number of pro-
tein nmnes connected by verbs that indicate tile type
of relation between them. By pre-speci~:ing a limited
number of possible verbs, we avoid the complexity of
semantic analysis.

It is important to notice that the current design relies
on the peculiarities of this knowledge domain. On the
one hand, we are dealing with a very specialized type of
information, including a very restricted and direct use
of English, short sentences and a great abundance of
highly specialized terms ill Molecular Biology. On the
other hand, the number of abstracts is adequate for a
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quantitative approach, where the abundance of occur-
rences of different events is more significant than the
single occurrence of a useflll sentence.

Beyond the possibilities of this approach, illustrated
here with the analysis of two real systems, we are well
aware of tile limitations of simple statistical algorithms
for detecting tile structure of written sentences. The
following sentence contains three names and two ac-
tions (one positive and one negative): "the toll signal-
ing pathway, which controls dorsal ventral patterning
during drosophila embryogenesis, regulates the nuclear
import of dorsal ill the immune response, but here we
show timt the toll t)athway is not required for nuclear
import of dif" (MED 98169073). It would be very diffi-
cult to use tile interesting information contained ill this
sentence with t.he helt) of simple nlethods: the assulnp-
lion is that if this fact is common, it. will be present
in the same collection of abstracts in shorter and easier
sentences.

In this sense, it is relevant to compare tile number of
interactions discovered by the system with five ditferent
corpus of data analyzed (see Syst.em design). The sinl-
ple corpus of text (set. a), containing nlainly information
about protein sequencing renders only two interactions
while a more sophisticated corpus (set b) that includes
text that hulnan experts selected as relevazlt for the
function of tile proteins discovers 117 interactions. The
results art; comparable (28 interactions) to the ones ob-
tained with a set of Medline abstracts taken directly by
querying with the relevant protein names (vet d). Inter-
estingly, this result can be improved (285 interactions)
by including ill the analysis those Medline abstracts de-
tected as related by the Neighbor facility (set e). This
is the set that has been used for tile analysis reported
here. The same extension of the network of interactions
obtained by tile expansion of the number of abstracts
can be seen in tile case of set c, obtained by the expan-
sion with Neighbors of set b. In this case the number of
interactions for the proteins corresponding to the cell
cycle control example is of 554.

This comparison points to two iinportant conclusions,
first the system gains tremendously when a large cor-
pus of text is analyzed: like the collections of 6728 or
111747 abstracts, and second, the results can he iln-
proved by creating data sets that are directly relevaut
for a particular subject, such as tile set of abstracts se-
lected froln FlyBase to describe the fllnction of each one
of t.he proteins.

To sumnlarize, the three nlain results of this work are:
first, restricting the number of relevant immes a.nd verbs
virtually eliminates tile problenl of text understanding;
second, specie:lag a particular subproblem enhances
quality and accuracy of tile results obtained fi’om free
text (tmre we dealt with small problenls of protein
protein interactions in specific Drosophila systems) and
finally tile repeated occurrence of certain facts can en-
hance tile quality of the discovery and strengthen tile
identification of particular relationships.



Future directions

Front end for human expert analysis. Tim most
immediate use of the current system is as an interface
to facilitate the access to bibliographic information for
human experts working in database curation or in the
annotation of large quantity of genomic data. It can
also serve as a front end for other systems like Medline
or as part of genome analysis tools like Genequiz (An-
drade et al. 1999) or Magpie (Gaasterland and Sensen
1996).

Description of protein function with rules
about the structure of the sentences. As part of
the future front end facility we have implemented a first
set of 13 rules to cover the most obvious descriptions of
protein functions, like "protein A is a .." or "protein B
is a new member of a family" ((Protein Design Group)
for the description of the rules and their application)

The initial analysis shows that it is possible to de-
tect sentences containing a short and clear description
of the function of some proteins, for example: "cak is a
cdk cyclin complex implicated in the control of nmlti-
ple cell cycle transitions" or "cak is a trimeric enzyme
containing cdk7, cyclin h" that would have solved the
conflicting situation described above during the analy-
sis of the relation between cdk7 and cak.

Reconstruction of large network of interac-
tions. The system itself can be used for building ex-
tended networks of possible protein interactions. We
are currently analyzing 111747 abstracts for building
a first networks connecting 4851 protein names. This
type of applications can be seen as analogous to exper-
imental methods like two hybrid systems, where many
true interactions can be detected with the cost of iden-
tifying maw irrelevant relations.
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